3. **LINGUISTICS: LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT FORM**

Please submit one copy of this form for each language used in satisfaction of degree requirements (1 for MA, 2 for PhD). If you plan to satisfy the requirement by taking the reading exam, please contact the Department Administrator to schedule that; this form need not be submitted in that case.

Name

________________________________________________

Native language:____________________________________

Non-native language used to satisfy this requirement:

____________________________________________________

**How satisfied?**

______ I am a non-native speaker of English using English to satisfy this requirement.

______ I successfully completed a foreign language course at BU at the 4th semester or higher --- course ______ semester ________

______ I successfully completed a non-credit graduate-level foreign language reading course offered by BU --- course ______ semester ________

______ I successfully completed two years of foreign language study at another university: ______________________ [please provide copy of transcript] course ______ semester ________

Have you previously satisfied this requirement for a different language and either submitted this form or passed the reading examination? _________

If so, for which language? _____________________________

Date form submitted: __________